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Business Cooperation Offers and Requests 
 

Aiming to foster international business activities of Armenian SMEs and find suitable business 
partners abroad Enterprise Europe Network Armenia is pleased to present to your attention the 

following business cooperation offers. 

Manufacturing of food products 

 

 

 

 
 

Business cooperation offers 
 

A Polish manufacturer is looking for distributors 
 

The Polish company of food products is looking for business partners in the EU and from the other 
countries.  The company has long-term experience in developing and producing high-quality food 
products.  The company wants to establish long-term business cooperation in the framework of a 
distribution services agreement.     

Code: BOPL20171027003
 

 UK exclusive reseller is offering a licence agreement  
 

The UK company with unique access to white tea Matcha for use as a functional ingredient in a range of 
food and drink products is offering exclusive license agreement to manufacturers of food and beverage 
products looking to incorporate the products proven benefits into their existing or new lines. 

Code: BOUK20170801001
 

Distributors sought for German natural food supplements and medical products 
  

A German company is specializing in the production and distribution of dietetic food, medicinal products 
and dietary supplements helping in weight reduction, strengthening the immune system, influencing the 
well-being, detoxification etc. The company is looking for distributors in different European countries 
having good connections to healthcare channels in several European countries. 

Code: BODE20170804001
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A Czech research institute offers its services  
 

A Czech research institute active in the beer industry offers accredited analytical testing laboratory 
analyses of beer, other beverage or food, input raw materials and ingredients.  The organisation also offers 
verification and development of new recipes and technological procedures. The institute offers its services 
under services agreement to producers from food and beverage sector. Additionally, it is looking for 
agents that would represent the institute abroad under agency agreements.  

Code: BOCZ20170807001

Ukrainian manufacturer seeks for distribution service, joint venture and manufacturing agreement 
 
 
Ukrainian company, specializing in the production of food products with long shelf life is looking for 
distribution, joint venture and manufacturing agreement with international partner that wants to develop 
its business on the local market.  

 
Code: BOUA20170913001 

 
 

Business cooperation requests 

 
A Croatian company requests ecological medicinal herbs and plants for the production 

 
This Croatian company is looking for producers of herbs - ecological medicinal herbs and plants, for the 
use in its end products, such as teas and tea blends, ecological tinctures and capsulated products based on 
medicinal herbs. The cooperation is envisaged through a manufacturing agreement.  

Code: BRHR20171019001 
 

 Polish company seeks suppliers  
The Polish private company is looking for suppliers of nuts and dried fruits. The company is looking for 
direct producers from Europe who would like to start long term partnerships under distribution services 
agreement. 

Code: BRPL20170110001

 
Bulgarian company is looking for suppliers  

 
The Bulgarian company specializes in production and wholesale of dried fruits and vegetables and is 
looking for suppliers of fresh fruits - apples, apricots, and peaches, and vegetables - tomatoes and pepper. 
The company is offering commercial agency agreement to potential partners from Europe and Turkey. 

Code: BRBG20170316002
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Manufacturing of textile products 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Business cooperation offers 

Romanian producer is searching for partners abroad. 

A company located in the North-Eastern part of Romania, with a long tradition in manufacturing of wool 
fabrics, is looking abroad for a financial or joint-venture agreement, which take the form of a loan or a 
partial transfer of shares. 

Code: BORO20171016001

The manufacturer is offering trade intermediary, manufacturing and subcontracting services 

The manufacturer of natural wool and cotton blankets and throws offers a range of production, design's 
adoption and logistics services delivered from Lithuanian factory. The company is interested in developing 
business under the commercial agency or manufacturing agreement and could act as a subcontractor in 
advanced and well-developing economies. 

Code: BOLT20171115001

Russian manufacturer seeks agents and distributors 

A Russian company is specialised in manufacturing clothing of natural flax products with traditional 
Russian-style embroidery and national souvenirs (bags, tapestries, caps). The company is looking for 
foreign partners to conclude distribution services or commercial agency agreements. 

Code: BORU20160201001

Russian producer seeks distributors 

A Russian company specialised in the production of anti-stress and soft toys from world famous cartoons 
and kids’ knitted products is looking for European partners in the framework of a distribution services 
agreement. 

Code: BORU20160607002
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A Czech manufacturer seeks commercial agency agreement or distribution services agreement 

The Czech company produces functional clothes made from fibres enriched with silver molecules that 
have outstanding anti-bacterial, deodorization and anti-mycotic effects. The products designed for sport 
and leisure times include underwear, socks, T-shirts, thermo-clothing, etc. The company seeks distribution 
partners or agents. 

Code: BOCZ20170209002

Italian company is searching for partners 

An Italian womenswear design company seated in the south of Italy (Sicily) has successful created its 

own brand and produces two collections per year. They prefer exclusively Italian raw materials and 

entrust the fabrication of its clothes to expert hands of local tailors. In order to expand its client base 

abroad they are looking for distributors and agents. Further they are searching for textile designers 

and producers for a manufacturing and subcontracting agreement. 

Code: BOIT20161117006

 

Business cooperation requests 

Russian company is interested in finding partners 

Russian company specializes in tailoring of menswear made to measure is looking for partners abroad 

to fulfill orders in accordance with all requirement to quality and terms of manufacturing under 

manufacturing, distribution services and franchise agency agreements 

Code: BRRU20170201003

 

Austrian producer seeks manufacturing agreement. 

An Austrian supplier of high-quality caps and headbands with integrated LED systems is looking for 

European companies that offer a manufacturing agreement for sewing these textiles. 

 

Code: BRAT20170714003
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Construction 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Business cooperation offers 

 
А Bulgarian engineering company is offering services 

Bulgarian company specialized in the rehabilitation and construction of underground pipelines by 

using trenchless technologies, and the manufacture of trenchless machines and equipment is looking 

for potential partners from construction, plumbing, telecommunication, natural gas transmission 

industries, as well as local authorities - municipalities, districts, etc. The company is offering its 

services to potential partners from the EU and third countries under services agreements. 

Code: BOBG20161102001

A Polish manufacturer seeks distributors. 

A Polish company is offering its innovative assembly system of plasterboards and sterling boards. The 
system is based on special connectors - stabilizers, thanks to which the assembly is 60% shorter than other 
available solutions, is simple (can be done by a person without experience), it provides full regulation of 
the distance of the mounted board from the base. The company is looking for foreign distributors with 
experience in construction sector in order to sign the distribution agreements. 

Code: BOPL20171006001

Romanian producer is looking for international distributors 

The Romanian company specialises in the manufacturing of decorative plasters, apparent brick and 
apparent stone, thus covering a wide range of requirements in the construction sector regarding interior 
and exterior finishing. The company is looking for business partners to conclude distribution services 
agreements. 

Code: BORO20171019001
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A Slovenian company is offering a manufacturing or subcontracting agreement  

Slovenian producer of components for residential containers is offering manufacturing and subcontracting 
services in manufacturing of welded constructions on the basis of specific customer requirements and 
according to presented documentation. All products are made according to standard EN 1090 EXC 2, EN 
3834. Company offers subcontracting and manufacturing agreement to companies. 

Code: BOSI20170726003

A Polish company is looking for agents and would like to act as a subcontractor 

The Polish electrical installation company has a wide experience in electrical works and offers a broad 
range of services from installation to maintenance. It provides its services in Poland and abroad. The firm 
would like to initiate cooperation under a commercial agency agreement, services agreement and act as a 
subcontractor. 

Code: BOPL20171009001

Belgian company is looking for partners 

A Belgian company is specialized in the production and commercialization of functional technical 
doorblades without internal frame used in commercial buildings and public market (offices, hotels, shops 
and leisure…). The company is looking for agents/manufacturers interested in commercialization of their 
functional technical doorblades. 

Code: BOBE20171012001

 

Business cooperation requests 

A Romanian company seeks suppliers  

A Romanian company specialized in the construction sector is looking for new suppliers/producers of building 
materials on the worldwide market. The company is interested in concluding a distribution services agreement 
for building components. 

Code: BRRO20160330002

Russian construction company is willing to become a sales agent for manufacturers of home elevators 

Russian construction company active in civil and industrial objects construction field seeks for manufacturers 
of home elevators to cooperate under commercial agency agreement. 

Code: BRRU20170213001
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R&D 
 

 

 

  

  

Erasmus Mundus proposal : A consortium of 4 universities is looking for partners (companies, 

NGO's, etc) in the field of paleontology/geology 

Four Universities have decided to join forces and offer the first joint Master programme in 

paleontology/geology. The consortium is actually looking for private/public international partners 

(companies, NGO's, NPO's, etc.) with strong expertise in fields such as petroleum exploration, drilling, 

scientific journalism, cultural tourism and environmental companies (impact assessment) to welcome 

master students for internships, to give courses for the Master or to give their financial support. 

Code: RDES20171019001

[Eurostars2] Stem cells, research materials and cellular therapeutics 

The Korean SME business area covers providing research material supplies, service and developing stem 

cell therapy. The Korean SME focuses on new inventions and the development of new products and 

treatment strategies in regenerative medicine. The company seeks partners for Eurostars2 to work 

together towards this common purpose. 

Code: RDKR20171026001
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   Information Technologies 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Business cooperation offers 

Polish software development house is looking for outsourcing or services cooperation 

Polish IT company is interested in establishing long-term international cooperation on the basis of either 
services or outsourcing agreement. The company specializes in software development, outsourcing of IT 
specialists and providing advisory services on legal and public tender issues related to IT industry. 

Code: BOPL20171127001

Distribution partner sought  

An Austrian company specialized in software and technology services has created a software solution for 
generating personalised vehicle logbooks. It can be used for fleet managing, generating safe logbooks and 
recording the number of driven kilometers.  

Code: BOAT20171016001

 

A UK based company is looking for distributors and sale agents 

A UK digital agency is developing innovative technology solutions designed to enhance clients' digital 
footprints.  The services provided include: web development, web design, hosting solutions, ongoing 
support and maintenance solutions, Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) and digital marketing services.  
The company is particularly specialised in the education technology sector. Currently, it is looking to 
establish a distribution or commercial agency agreement with international sale agents. 

Code: BOUK20171108001
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Romanian company is looking for international partners  

A Romanian company specialized in IT and electronics maintenance and repair offers its services to 
international producers and/or distributors of computers and peripheral equipment that are already present 
or willing to enter the Romanian market. The cooperation will be based on services agreements.  

Code: BORO20171027001

  

 

Cosmetics 
 

                  

Business cooperation offers 

A Bulgarian producer is offering its products to producers of cosmetics 

A Bulgarian company, which has its own fields of melissa officinalis, matricaria chamomilla and achillea 
millefolium.is offering its products to companies that incorporate essential oils into the production of 
cosmetic products, medicines, flavors for food and aromatherapy. Partnership types considered are 
manufacturing and distribution service agreement. 

Code: BOBG20171103001

UK manufacturer seeks distributors and agents worldwide 

This experienced UK cosmetics manufacturer has recently launched a line of male grooming products 
featuring a famous British sports brand which is rich in history, both in fashion and football. Products range 
from detoxifying face scrub, moisturiser and shampoo to beard balm / wash and are all created and 
manufactured in the UK.  The company is looking for overseas distributors and agents to sell its products to 
health and beauty retailers and department stores worldwide.  

Code: BOUK20171101001
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A South Korean company is looking for partners  

The South Korean company is specialized in distributing cosmetics since its establishment in 2014. Main 
products are based on a traditional herbal skincare technology. This company is now planning to expand their 
business to European market and looking for European partners who are interested in distribution services 
agreement.  

Code: BOKR20170918004

 Bulgarian producer is looking for distributors 

Bulgarian company, a producer of natural and organic cosmetics, such as shampoo, shower gel and liquid 
hand soap is looking for partners in EU and third countries. The company is offering distribution services 
agreement as well as manufacturing under private label. 

Code: BOBG20170926001

 

Business cooperation requests 

 

Romanian manufacturer of natural cosmetics seeks suppliers 

A Romanian manufacturer of natural cosmetics is seeking producers and distributors able to supply raw 
materials for its products. Cooperation with the international partners will be based on manufacturing or 
distribution agreements. 

Code: BRRO20171115001

Polish small company is looking for distribution agreement 

A small company in Wrocław owing a store with organic food, natural cosmetics and everyday items is 
launching a "zero waste" policy. A company is looking for mouth hygiene products that may be packed in 
open stock packages and sold without plastic or any hardly biodegradable materials. A company is looking 
for cooperation based on distribution agreement. 

Code: BRPL20171020001
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Pharmaceutical 
 

                   

Business cooperation offers 

UK manufacturer seeks distributors  

An award winning South West UK manufacturer serving the healthcare industry and specialising in rubber 
dipped products seeks distributors with established channels in the healthcare market for a newly launched 
range of 100% waterproof arm and leg over dressing and cast protectors.   

Code: BOUK20171108002 

Polish producer seeks distribution partners and offers manufacturing agreement 

Polish company specializing in the production and distribution of medical products and dietary supplements 
helping people to fulfill their health and wellness needs is currently seeking distributors to sell their products 
on European markets.The company is also offering production of supplements under other client’s label and 
according to their specification including package design, ingredients proposals and registration according to 
country’s law. 

Code: BOPL20170829002

Ukrainian company seeks distributors 

Ukrainian company, located in the ecologically clean district of Lviv region and specialized in the production 
of high-quality natural mineral and medical water, seeks distributors and retailers working on the local market 
or experienced in working with the HoReCa channel in Europe.   

Code: BOUA20171010001

 

Business cooperation requests 

Romanian pharmaceutical wholesaler seeks new suppliers 

A Romanian company that commercializes pharmaceutical products is looking for partners who want to 
sell their products in Romania under a distribution services agreement. The focus of the company is 
pharmaceuticals products, such as nutritional supplements, cosmetics and dermato-cosmetics. 

Code: BRRO20170913001 
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 Other sectors 
 

 

                                            Business cooperation offers 

Bulgarian manufacturer is looking for distribution service agreements 

The Bulgarian company is specialized in manufacturing of quality and durable agricultural machinery for 
soil cultivation: ploughs, cultivators, disc harrows and other products. The company is willing to enter 
new markets and extend its scope of activity through establishing cooperation with distributors under 
distribution service agreements in Europe and other countries. 

Code: BOBG20171027001

A Lithuanian company is looking for distributors. 

A Lithuanian company specializing in the manufacturing of stainless steel swimming pool and fountain 
equipment for private and public sector. The company now wants to expand its activities and is looking 
for the partners abroad under the distribution services agreement.  

Code: BOLT20171109002

Czech company offers technical or industrial chemicals under manufacturing agreement or 
subcontracting 

An experienced Czech SME specialized in manufacturing of tailor-made technical/industrial/maintenance 
or household care chemicals is offering its products. The company is interested in private-label 
production under the subcontracting or manufacturing agreement. 

Code: BOCZ20171020001
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Business cooperation requests 

 

German company is looking for a subcontractor for the cutting of foils 

A young German spin-off company is active in the production of redox-flow-stacks for the battery 
industry. For the scaling-up of their production activities they are looking for a subcontractor for the 
cutting of foils in small quantities. 

Code: BRDE20171120001

A German SME is looking for manufacturing agreements  

A young German company selling products from its own brand via online shops and e-commerce trading 
platforms is looking for manufacturing agreements with European manufacturers of small items for 
cooking, baking and household, as well as bathroom and household accessories. 

Code: BRDE20170116001

Danish designer seeks manufacturer  

A Danish designer has launched a collection of oak figurines in the shape of animals and is now looking 
for a manufacturer with a track record in the production of similar very high quality products. 

 

Code: BRDK20170209001
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Technology Cooperation Offers and Requests 
 

 

 

 

 

Technology cooperation offers 

A Spanish research centre seeks technical, research, and services agreements. 

A Spanish research center, with activity in the field of human evolution, offers a non- destructive analysis 
of objects from different nature using an X-ray micro-computed tomography technical platform and seeks 
technical, research, and services agreements.  

Code:  TOES20171011002

Apple crisps (dried apple slices) production technology 

An SME from Latvia offers the technology for production of apple crisps (dried apple slices) having 8 
different tastes. The targeted partners are small or medium food producers willing to expand their product 
range. The company offers commercial agreement with technical assistance.  

Code:  TOLV20170120001 

 

Technology cooperation requests 

 

Repair and protection of enamel and dentin 

A Belgian multinational active in consumer goods looks for a product that delivers significant and long 
lasting repair to damaged tooth enamel and dentin. Industrial partners or research institutions that possess 
suitable solutions are sought for licence agreement or technical agreement with the large account. 

Code:  TRBE20160809001

A web and mobile apps developer from Poland is looking for partners 

A Polish company dealing with development of web and mobile applications is currently working on a 
localisation and measuring system for the fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) industry and would like 
to find partners experienced in camera behaviour detection technologies, capable of improving the offered 
system. Technical cooperation agreement considered. 

Code: TRPL20170627001
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   European News and Events  
                                                                            

Variety of events are organizing within the framework of Enterprise-Europe Network, 
which will create opportunities for entrepreneurs to meet potential business partners and 
to learn all they need to know to expand their business in Europe.  
 
Below are presented events that will be organized during January, February 2018. 
 

 
January 

23/01/2018 
 

Brno Industry 4.0 Matchmaking Conference (Brno, Czech Republic) 

Matchmaking Conference is a specialized event focused on the topic of smart 
manufacturing.  

What can you expect? 

- experts from leading technology companies 

- solutions for industrial automation and digitization 

- opportunity to meet new partners, clients and investors 

 

 

February 

13/02/2018 Digital technologies - transforming how healthcare is delivered to citizens (Bristol, United 
Kingdom) 13.02.2018 

This event is an opportunity to bring together healthcare, digital & creative businesses to 
focus on the opportunities and benefits that digital solutions can bring to achieve more 
user centric, efficient models of care and improve health and wealth in this technology 
driven age.  

Target Sectors: Healthcare, Creative Industries, Information Technology, Food 
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For getting more information on mentioned above events, please contact Enterprise Network 
Armenia.   

Note: If you are looking for a business partner abroad or a new market and 

wish to be included in the network database, please contact us for getting 
cooperation profile forms or any other relevant information. 

Dear entrepreneur, 

Register at 
http://een.ec.europa.eu/tools/services/ExpressionOfInterest/Customer/Create?shi
d=32db25cb-726f-43b0-8b5f-7742d0935799  and receive free email alerts 
containing newly published profiles and events. 

 

 

All provided services and information are free of charge. 


